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Worth
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Section A

Q1-4: Reading one fiction
text
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Marks

English Language GCSE: Exam Routines and Structures
Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
Reading &
preparation
routine
15 mins

1)
2)
3)
4)

Read the context boxes on the front of the paper and above the extract: what clues does it give you?
Read the questions - identify keywords
Box off the text: label sections with question number, keyword/focus, timing
READING THE TEXT (10 mins)
Check for a glossary
First Reading Focus: SLOW and STRUCTURE: what do you notice about structure (shifts)? Make sure you understand what's happening
Second reading: think about possible answers to questions. Patterns?

Question

Exam routine

Q1 - 4 things

Check the focus of the question
Use this focus to structure your responses
Find the facts (don’t infer) and don’t over-complicate
What’s your overall effect statement to answer the question? What impression do we get?
Which language methods does the writer use to convey overall effect statement ?
How do the language methods convey overall effect statement ? What does the word mean? What does it make
you think of?
Link method to meaning

4 marks, 5 mins

Q2 - Language
8 marks
10 minutes

Q3 - Structure
8 marks
10 minutes

Answer structure

• Make sure you’re aware of the context of the focus box – where does it come in the text?
• Write a lot about a little
• Possible methods: (a pattern of) imagery, specific word choices, (a pattern of) verbs linked to an idea
•
•
•
•
•

Skim over the whole text and look at your First Reading notes: what’s the ’journey’ of the text?
What is established at the beginning, what’s developed at the end and what’s the catalyst for this?
Choose a structural detail that interests you and think: Why this? Why now? What’s changed?
Look for patterns / contradictions / shifts across the text
Possible methods: narrative perspective, a pattern of across the text, what our attention is focused on, e.g.
description of character/setting / dialogue / a shift in time / perspective etc.
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Lift and write
Write in full, simple sentences, using ‘he’ or ‘it’
Your overall effect statement
How does the writer establish this?
How does the writer develop/reinforce/contradict this?
Two paragraphs:
Overall effect statement
Evidence and method (x2 evidence – pattern)
Inference
Exploration / impact / meaning
Development / alternatives
Link to question / overall effect statement
Overall effect statement
How does the writer establish this?
How does the writer develop/reinforce/contradict this?
Two paragraphs minimum:
Overall effect statement
Evidence and method
Inference
Exploration
Development / alternatives
Link to question / Overall effect statement

Q4 - Statement
and evaluation
20 marks
20 minutes

Q5 - Creative
writing
40 marks
45 minutes
24 marks – ideas,
content and
structure
16 marks –
technical accuracy

• Reread the section: check your line numbers
• Evaluate each part of the statement: do you agree or not? Why (not)? Does this change throughout the text?
• Write an overall effect statement from your original findings
Which language/structure methods does the writer use to convey that overall effect statement ?
• How do the methods convey that big idea? Link method to meaning
• Remember the text is a construct that a writer has created: consider their conscious choices
• Write a lot about a little

Description or narrative: Look at the question with the image and the question underneath
Choose one – the tasks are not linked
Brainstorm your ideas and plan for 5 minutes
*Remember, Q5 builds on ideas in the source you’ve already read.
• Be convincing: have a clear narrative voice
• Have a clear structure (plan)
• Show how well you control language to get your ideas across: use the right methods: vocabulary,
paragraphs, grammar, punctuation and spelling… and check your tenses
• Give yourself time to check your answer
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Overall effect statement - I agree with this statement
about… because (two reasons).
How does the writer establish this?
How does the writer develop/reinforce/contradict this?
Three paragraphs: Hint / developing / undeniable [or
shift / alternative]
Overall effect statement
Evidence and method
Inference
Exploration
Development / alternatives
Link to question / Overall effect statement

Structure:
1. Six word story
2. Introduce your weather and setting
3. Introduce your character
4. Zoom in on an area of interest
5. Develop your character
6. Return to your weather and setting
7. Return to your six word story

LANGUAGE PAPER 1 - PRACTICE PAPER
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